Based on an empirical study of more than 10,000 lines of program text written in a GOTO-less language, a machine architecture specifically designed for structured programs is proposed. Since assignment, CALL, RETURN, and IF statements together account for 93 percent of all executable statements, special care is given to ensure that these statements can be implemented efficiently. A highly compact instruction encoding scheme is presented, which can reduce program size by a factor of 3. Unlike a Huffman code, which utilizes variable length fields, this method uses only fixed length (1-byte) opcode and address fields. The most frequent instructions consist of a single 1-byte field. As a consequence, instruction decoding time is minimized, and the machine is efficient with respect to both space and time.
Introduction
Information about the way computers are actually used is of great importance to computer architects, programming language designers, and compiler writers. Whether or not a certain semantic primitive should be included in a machine's instruction set, made a language construct, or carefully optimized depends primarily upon its projected frequency of usage. This information can only be obtained empirically, since there is no way to predict a priori, whether, for example, R E P E A T . . . U N T I L statements are more useful than CASE statements.
The ways in which certain programming languages are used has already been studied: Knuth [6] has examined Fortran; Salvadori, Gordon, and Capstick [9] have examined Cobol; Alexander and Wortman [1] have examined XPL; Wortman [15] has examined student PL.
In recent years unstructured programs have fallen into disrepute. A growing number of people have come to recognize the importance of structuring programs so that they can be easily understood. Although there is no generally accepted definition of structured programming yet (see [2] for discussion), most programmers intuitively realize that breaking programs up into small, easily understood procedures, and drastically reducing or even eliminating G O T O statements greatly improves readability. We are even beginning to see the development of new programming languages which have been intentionally designed without a G O T O statement [16] .
In order to determine what characteristics structured programs have, it is necessary to collect and dissect a number of them. These data can then be used as a basis for designing computer architectures that can execute structured programs efficiently. The next section of this article describes a GOTO-less language we have developed to encourage good programming style. The third and fourth section contain an analysis of a collection of procedures written in this language. The fifth and sixth sections propose and discuss a machine architecture based upon our findings. Expressions are evaluated strictly left to right, with no precedence or parentheses. ELSE parts in IF statements are optional. R E T U R N statements exit the current procedure, and optionally return a value, so that a procedure may be used as a function. Procedures not returning an explicit value may terminate by "falling through", i.e. the END statement implies RE-T U R N .
The W H I L E statement tests at the top of the loop, whereas the R E P E A T statement tests at the end of the loop. DO F O R E V E R statements are the same as W H I L E T R U E DO; they are useful in operating system modules that endlessly get and carry out service requests, the "get" primitive blocking the process in the absence of a message. E X I T L O O P is a forward jump out of one level of enclosing loop of any kind (FOR, W H I L E , R E P E A T , or DO F O R E V E R ) . Our experience indicates that this, plus R E T U R N , is sufficient most of the time. The CASE statement contains an integer expression that selects one of the clauses to be executed, or the O U T clause if the integer is out of range (as in Algol 68 [12] ). There is no G O T O statement.
In addition to the above statements, there are a variety of declarations, debugging facilities and compiler directives.
The basic data types are machine words (including the general registers and the i/o device registers, accessible as the top 4K memory words), one-dimensional arrays of words and characters, bit fields, and programmer defined data structures consisting of a collection of named fields, each field being a word, character, bit field, or array. There are two scope levels, local (stack storage, reserved upon procedure entry, and released upon procedure exit), and global (static storage). A program consists of one or more procedures, and zero or more modules that declare and initialize external variables.
The programs examined for this research were all written by the faculty and graduate students of the Computer Science Group at the Vrije Universiteit. All the programmers involved made a very deliberate effort to produce "clean," well structured programs, knowing full well that succeeding generations of students would pore over their code line by line. This is clearly a different situation than one finds in the average, garden variety, computer center.
The amount of memory available on our PDP-11/ 45 was so small that the initial compiler could not handle procedures much larger than two pages of source code. This defect was remedied by. declaring it to be a virtue, and by continually exhorting the pro-238 grammers to produce short, well structured procedures. (The mean number of executable statements per procedure turned out to be 18.2). The combination of the GOTO-less language, the quality of the programmers, an environment with a long Algol tradition and no Fortran tradition, and our deliberate efforts to produce intelligible programs has resulted in what we believe to be state-of-the-art structured programs.
Characteristics of the Programs
For this study we have used a specially instrumented compiler to collect information on more than 300 procedures used in various system programs. Most of these were related to the time sharing system project. The results presented should be interpreted keeping in mind that operating system modules may systematically differ from say, applications programs, in certain ways, e.g. they have little i/o.
Where relevant, both static and dynamic measurements are given. Static measurements were obtained by having the compiler count the number of occurrences of the item in the source text. Dynamic measurements were obtained by having the compiler insert code into the object program to increment counters during program execution. The results are given in Tables I-VIII. 
Discussion of the Results
According to our data, a typical procedure consists of 8 or 9 assignment statements, 4 calls to other procedures, 3 IF statements, 1 loop, and 1 escape ( R E T U R N or E X I T L O O P ) . Two of the assignment statements simply assign a constant to a scalar variable, one assigns one scalar variable to another, and 3 or 4 more involve only one operand on the right hand size. The entire procedure probably contains only 2 arithmetic operators. Two of the three conditions in the IF statements involve only a single relational operator, probably --or :P.
The general conclusion that can be drawn from this data is the same as Knuth drew from his Fortran study: programs tend to be very simple. Combining this conclusion with the Bauer principle (If you do not use a feature, you should not have to pay for it), we suggest that most present day machine architectures could be considerably improved by catering more to the commonly occurring special cases. This will be discussed in detail in the next section. First we have a few more comments about the measurements.
In some cases there are significant differences between the static and dynamic measurements. Some of these differences are genuine, e.g. the operating system is constantly looking for internal inconsistencies in its tables. If an error is detected, an error handling Our data gives an average of 0.45 arithmetic operators per expression, which agrees well with Alexander's and Wortman's figure of 0.41. Likewise, our measurement of 1.22 operators per conditional expression agrees with their value of 1.19 logical plus relational operators. Such good agreement enhances one's confidence in the universality of the results. [7] about how premature loop termination should be incorporated into language syntax is not irrelevant. Since measurements of the type presented in this paper are obviously very sensitive to idiosyncracies of one's programming style, it is interesting to compare our results to previously published work. Table IX compares executable statement distribution for 3 studies cited in Section 1. One difference between Fortran and the other languages stands out immediately: Fortran programs have relatively few procedure calls. This suggests that they are not well modularized. From Knuth's data (his Table I ) we compute that the average Fortran subroutine has 86.3 executable statements, vs. 28.6 for XPL and 18.2 for SAL, which agrees with this hypothesis.
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A Proposal for a Machine Architecture
Most present day computers have an architecture designed in the early 1960's. They have remained substantially unchanged for a decade in the name of compatibility in spite of their obstacles to generating efficient code from high level languages. A machine architecture based on the characteristics of the programs described in the previous sections is sketched below. The architecture is specifically intended for block structured languages that permit recursion, i.e. Algol-like languages.
Our architecture has two explicit goals: 1. minimizing program size, and 2. providing a target language to which compilation is straightforward. We choose to minimize program size rather than maximize execution speed for several reasons. First, execution speed depends not only on the raw clock rate, but also on the characteristics of the underlying microinstruction set. Given a high level language benchmark program and two proposed instruction sets, it is possible to determine unambiguously which object program is smaller, but not which is faster. (By hypothesizing a faster clock or better microarchitecture either machine can be speeded up). In other words, minimizing size is a more clearly defined goal than maximizing speed.
Second, size and speed are highly intertwined. All other factors being equal, a shorter program will execute faster than a longer one since fewer bits need be processed. If the memory bandwidth is N bits/see and the mean instruction size is L bits, the maximum instruction execution rate will be N/L instructions/see.
The smaller L is, the faster the machine can be. Furthermore, on a machine with virtual memory, reducing program size reduces the number of page faults, which, in turn, reduces the time required to process the page faults, thereby speeding up execution.
Third, on large computers with sophisticated multiprogramming systems, a decrease in program size means an increase in the degree of multiprogramming, hence a higher CPU utilization, as well as less swapping.
Fourth, the small amount of memory available on minicomputers is often a serious limitation. Making the program fit into the memory may take precedence over all other considerations.
Fifth, on mini and micro computer systems, the cost of memory frequently is much larger than the CPU cost. Reducing memory requirements has a much
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March 1978 of Volume 21 the ACM Number 3 greater effect on total system cost than reducing exe- The fact that few compilers for third generation computers can produce code that even comes close to what a skilled assembly language programmer can generate argues strongly for redesigning machine architectures so that compilers can do their job better. (See [11] for some statistics). It is for this reason that we consider a stack machine, since generating efficient reverse Polish is simpler than generating efficient code for a register oriented machine. We assume the presence of a cache to eliminate the need for memory cycles when referencing the stack.
The design described below is intended for implementing modern programming languages such as Algol 60, Algol 68, Pascal, XPL, BCPL, SAL, and others of this genre, since they tend to facilitate rather than hinder the writing of well structured programs.
The proposed machine, which we shall call EM-1 (Experimental Machine-l) has a paged, segmented virtual memory. The program and data reside in differ-LB---~ ent address spaces (like the PDP-11/45), so that instruction space segment 0 is distinct from data segment 0. An instruction space segment is a sequence of 8-bit bytes, each with a unique address. A data space segment is a sequence of words of N bits each (N is left unspecified here). The word length for data space segments may be different from that of instruction space segments. (See Table X.) One data space segment is special: the stack. The stack has associated with it a stack pointer register (SP) that points to the top word on it. Whenever a procedure is entered, a new frame is allocated on the stack for the administration, actual parameters, and locals. The frame is released upon procedure exit. pl end When p2 returns, SP will be reset to point to k2, thus removing that part of the stack marked "current stack frame" in Figure 1 .
The stack frame for a procedure consists of 4 areas: (1) the administration information; (2) the actual parameters; (3) the local scalar variables and array descriptors; and (4) to the beginning of the local variables. Local variables are specified by giving their positions relative to LB. The administration area contains the calling procedure's return address, the previous value of LB, and other (language dependent) information. It is assumed that the microprogram knows the size and organization of the administration area; a special instruction could be executed at the beginning of each program to tell it. Actual parameters can be addressed by giving their distance from LB, just as locals. Note that the administration area is not counted in order to reduce the size of the constants needed.
A procedure call takes place in the following steps:
1. A MARK instruction is executed to deposit the static and dynamic links on the stack. The MARK instruction has one operand which tells how much the static depth of nesting is increased or decreased.
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This is needed to update the static chain. The MARK instruction also reserves space for the return address to be deposited subsequently. 2. The calling procedure pushes the actual parameters onto the stack. 3. A call instruction is executed, transferring control to the called procedure. The call instruction has as operand the index of a procedure descriptor, discussed later. This instruction must deposit the return address in the place reserved for it by the MARK instruction, update LB and transfer control. 4. The called procedure executes a single instruction that increments SP to reserve as much local storage as is initially needed; this instruction could also initialize the local variables to 0 or a special "undefined" value such as 1000 . . . 000 (two's complement -0). If more local storage is needed during execution of the procedure, e.g. for an Algol 68 local generator, SP can simply be advanced again.
We propose an addressing mechanism with distinct instructions for the 2 most important cases: local and external variables. Each instruction must provide an integer offset telling which variable is intended. Locals are offset above LB, and externals are offset from address 0 of the stack segment. For the purposes of addressing, procedure parameters are the same as locals.
Two other addressing forms are needed but are much less important. One is for full virtual addresses consisting of a segment and word within the segment. The other is for accessing intermediate lexicographical levels in block structured languages by means of a (relative lexicographical level, offset) pair. Rather than using a display, which must be frequently updated at considerable cost, we propose that at some position within the administration area known to the microprogram is the LB value of the most recent incarnation of the procedure in which the current procedure is nested (i.e. the static link). Given a (relative lexicographical level, offset) pair, the microprogram can follow the chain and locate variables at any outer static level. Note that the penalty for accessing intermediate levels is only a few microinstructions and one memory reference for each level of nesting followed. The combination of infrequent usage and a small penalty per use makes this method attractive since it reduces procedure call overhead, which is far more crucial.
The stack is also used for all arithmetic and logical operations, shifting, etc. An assignment is performed by first pushing the value to be assigned onto the stack (or perhaps its descriptor, if provision is made for assigning entire arrays in one instruction), and then popping it to its destination, a total of 2 instructions. The statement A = B x C is handled by 4 instructions: PUSH B; PUSH C; MULTIPLY; POP A.
The advantage of a stack type architecture for arithmetic is clear: compilers can translate expressions to reverse Polish very simply, with no complicated 242 register optimization needed. High execution speed can be attained by a hardware cache memory that retains the most recently referenced words (i.e. the top of the stack) in high speed storage, or by having the microprogram keep them in its scratchpad memory. If the arithmetic expressions evaluated are simple, little cache or scratchpad storage will be needed. Our data indicate that 80 percent of all expressions consist of a single term, 95 percent consists of 1 or 2 terms and 99.7 percent consists of 4 or fewer terms, meaning that rarely will more than 4 operands be on the stack simultaneously.
Most of the instructions require an opcode and a small constant, which we call the "offset." The offset is generally used to select one of the local variables, one of the external variables, the number of bytes to skip (branch instructions), etc. The following five instruction formats are used by EM-1. The choice of machine instructions, and their assignment to formats, should be carefully arranged to minimize program size (based on the data of Section 3). In particular, an effort should be made to insure that the most common statements can be translated into 1 byte instructions most of the time. The scheme described below is constrained by the fact that the total number of format 1 instructions plus format 2 instructions plus format 3A instructions must not exceed 255. Some instructions, may occur several times in the order code, e.g. push constant onto the stack occurs in formats 1, 2, and 4, with a different range of constants provided in each form.
The idea of using shorter bit patterns for common instructions and longer bit patterns for infrequent instructions is not new. Huffman [4] gives a method for encoding items whose probabilities of occurrence are known, in the minimum number of bits. An approximation of this technique has been used in the design of the Burroughs B1700 S-machines (Wilner, [13, 14] ). In the SDL S-machine, opcodes can be 4, 6, or 10 bits, and addresses 8, 11, 13, or 16 bits. A single address instruction can have a length of 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, or 26 bits. Since the B1700 microarchitecture is extremely flexible (among other things being able to read an arbitrary length bit string-up to 24 bits-out of memory beginning at an arbitrary bit, in a single microinstruction) the use of peculiar length instructions does not slow down interpretation.
Howeyer, nearly all other computers are based upon a memory organization using fixed length words. language whose instructions came in units of 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 , 23, or 26 bits would be unbearably slow, since nearly every instruction would straddle word or byte boundaries, necessitating time consuming shifting and masking operations to extract the opcode and address fields. The scheme described by Wilner is only feasible if every single bit in memory has a unique address, a situation which is rarely the case.
The instruction set of EM-1, in contrast, also provides a very efficient method for encoding instructions, but is based on a memory in which every 8-bit byte has a unique address, rather than every bit having a unique address. This makes the principles of the EM-1 design applicable to a much larger number of computers than one utilizing arbitrary length bit fields.
From Table I we see that the assignment, IF, CALL, RETURN and FOR statements together account for 96 percent of the source statements. Therefore we will design an instruction set to handle the object code from these statements efficiently. To push local variables (including parameters) onto the stack, we propose 12 distinct 1-byte (format 1) opcodes, one each for offsets 0-11. Twelve instructions allow access to all the locals (and parameters) in 94.6 percent of the procedures, and to more than 50 percent of the locals in the remaining procedures. For example, opcodes 114-125 might be used for PUSH LOCAL 0, PUSH LOCAL 1 ..... PUSH LOCAL 11. There is no need to have distinct "opcode" and "address" bits.
Eight opcodes will be allocated to stacking the 8 external variables at the base of the stack segment. Since 81.4 percent of the constants in our data were either 0, 1, or 2, we allocate 3 opcodes for pushing these constants onto the stack.
At this point 23 of the 255 available 1 byte instructions have been used. Another 20 are needed for popping values from the stack. To handle programs with up to 256 locals, or externals, 4 format 2 instructions are needed: 2 push and 2 pop. Two more opcodes (format 2) are needed to push positive and negative constants up to 256 onto the stack. Format 4 (16 bit offset) can contain instructions with larger offsets for truly pathological programs. By including zero address (stack) instructions for add, subtract, multiply, and divide, we have sufficient instructions to evaluate most scalar expressions, using 53 of the opcodes.
Setting local variables to zero, and incrementing them by 1, are so common that we allocate 24 format 1 and two format 2 opcodes for this purpose. Incrementing the top of the stack is also worth an opcode.
Array accesses are accomplished using descriptors on the stack. Each descriptor (which may be 1 or more words, depending on N, the word length) contains the bounds and strides, Si, for the array. where the strides can be computed once and for all as soon as the bounds are known, at compile time in many cases, and at run time in the others. The descriptor must also contain the number of dimensions and the element size (and the segment number, for nonlocal arrays).
Array elements are accessed as follows. First the subscripts are stacked, requiring at least one instruction per subscript. Then a PUSH ELEMENT instruction is executed, specifying the offset of the descriptor from LB. This instruction removes all the subscripts from the stack, and replaces them with the selected element. The instruction also performs all bounds checking (unless disabled) and traps upon detecting a subscript error. A second opcode is needed for a POP ELE-MENT instruction that first pops the subscripts and then the value. With these two instructions, the statement A [I] := B [J] can usually be compiled into only 6 bytes of object code, including all bounds checking (PUSH J; PUSH ELEM; PUSH I; POP ELEM). This is a substantial improvement over most conventional designs. Four format 2 instructions are needed for pushing and popping local and external array elements.
Note that this addressing scheme is not affected by the size of the arrays. Assuming that a descriptor can fit in a single machine word, a procedure with <256 large arrays could nevertheless perform all array accesses using exclusively format 2 instructions.
For calling procedures, we envision one format 2 instruction whose offset is an index into a table held in a special data segment. Each table entry could contain the segment and address of the object code, possibly a "not yet linked" bit, to implement dynamic linking as in MULTICS, and possibly some protection machinery to keep less privileged procedures from calling more privileged ones. The symbolic name might also be present for debugging purposes and a counter to be incremented by the microprogram upon each call might be provided for performance monitoring.
To allow the instruction to locate the administration area in order to deposit the return address there, and to update LB, the number of words of parameters is also needed. For programs with up to 256 procedures, the call instruction will be 2 bytes, although a method to reduce this to 1 byte in most cases will be described below.
No additional instructions are needed for call-byvalue. For call-by-reference an additional format 2 instruction to push an address onto the stack would be useful, along with one to fetch a parameter passed by reference (i.e. load indirect). The three most common types of procedure calls are to increase the depth of static nesting by 1, leave it unchanged, and decrease it by 1. Three opcodes are devoted to the three corresponding MARK instructions.
After a MARK instruction the distribution of the next few instructions is radically more different than
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March 1978 of Volume 21 the ACM Number 3 the normal one. This fact can be exploited to reduce the procedure call instruction to 1 byte in many cases, using a generalization of the idea of Foster and Gonter [3] . The only instructions than can follow a MARK instruction are those needed to pass the parameters, if any, and the CALL itself. Most parameters are constants, variables, or simple expressions, which can usually be passed using only a limited number of different instructions, mostly load type instructions. About 200 opcodes could be reserved for CALL's, each corresponding to a specific procedure descriptor. These CALL instructions would each require only 1 byte.
The simplest way to implement this would be to have the microprogram maintain the microaddress of the start of the instruction fetch loop in one of its registers. At the end of the execution phase of each interpreted instruction the microprogram would jump indirectly to this register. The MARK instruction would reload this register with the address of an alternative fetch loop, which would merely use a different branch table, in effect temporarily remapping the opcodes. The CALL instruction could restore the normal opcodes by resetting just one internal register. The use of opcode remapping can also be used in any other context with explicit first and last instructions.
An instruction with a 1-byte offset is needed by the called program to advance SP. The return instruction, which needs no offset, restores the stacked program counter and previous LB value (which are at known positions below the current LB) and resets SP.
Our proposed FOR statement instructions are based upon our measurement that 95 percent of the loops have a BY part of + 1 or -1. Before the loop, the controlled variable is initialized, and the TO part is evaluated and pushed onto the stack. The EM-1 FOR instruction reads the TO part and the controlled variable. If the termination condition is met, a forward branch out of the loop occurs. Otherwise the controlled variable is updated and the next instruction is executed. The TO part is only removed from the stack when the loop is terminated. To allow both tests for both upward and downward counting, two opcodes are needed. (For languages in which the TO and BY parts may change during execution of the loop, variants of these instructions will be needed). Both instructions use format 3A. The offset of the controlled variable is in the second byte of the instruction, and the forward branch distance is specified in the third byte. The body of the loop is terminated by an unconditional branch backward to the FOR instruction.
At this point we must devise instructions to handle IF statements. A number of third generation machines perform conditional branching by first setting condition code bits, and then testing them in a subsequent instruction. EM-1, in contrast, combines these functions, and eliminates the need for condition codes.
There are three types of branch instructions, distin-244 guished by the number of operands they remove from the stack. The unconditional branch forward and backward instructions do not remove any operands from the stack. The second group removes one operand and compares it to zero, branching forward if the condition specified by the opcode (=, ~, <, >, -, or ->) is met. Each branch instruction specifies an offset which is the branch distance in bytes relative to the instruction itself. (Offset = k means skip k + 1 bytes.) Intersegment branches are prohibited, so that the procedure call mechanism can be used to limit access to privileged procedures. The size of the offsets required can be estimated from the data of Table VIII . Based upon the design proposed above, we estimate that the average source statement will require not more than 4 bytes of object code. This means that an offset with a range of 0-3 (i.e. 4 instructions) is sufficient for nearly half the IF statements, and a range of 0-15 (i.e. 16 instructions) is sufficient for more than 4/s of the cases. We need 14 opcodes to provide format 2 instructions for the unconditional branch, 1 operand conditional branch, and 2 operand conditional branch instructions. This leaves 141 opcodes over for the format 1 opcodes. A possible allocation covering most of the frequently occurring cases is given in the summary of opcode usage below. If the average statement needs 4 bytes of object code, the division proposed below will handle 77 percent of the IF tests in a single byte. Note that "IF A = B" compiles into a branch NOT equal instruction to skip over the THEN part.
We will not discuss the instruction set further here. Suffice to say that all the instructions that could not be included in format 1 or format 2 for lack of encoding room, are included in format 3B. Also versions of all the above instructions should be provided as format 4 instructions (16-bit offset). Instructions needed, but not discussed above, e.g. accessing intermediate lexicographical levels of block structured languages should also be provided as format 3B and 4 instructions. There should also be instructions for multiple precision arithmetic, floating point, shifting, rotating, Boolean operations, etc.
It should be obvious that our design is not optimal in the information theory sense. More data and detailed simulation are needed to fine tune the choice of format 1 opcodes. On a user microprogrammable computer, one can envision tuning the format 1 instruction set to match the measured characteristics of impor-tant production programs, and loading a special highly optimized microprogram before beginning program execution. Alternately, a whole collection of single chip microprocessors could be kept in house, each with a read only microprogram tuned to a different application.
Discussion of the Machine Architecture
Our major point in this whole discussion is to illustrate that 1 byte instructions in this design can often do the work of 4 byte or longer instructions in conventional machines. To illustrate the savings of EM-1, Table XI gives some examples of the size of the EM-1 code compared to DEC PDP-11 code and CDC Cyber code, as examples of mini and mainframe computers. The PDP-11 and Cyber code sequences used for comparison are those a good compiler might reasonably expect to generate in order to minimize object program size. It is assumed that these are fragments from a block structured language that permits recursion and requires subscript checking. All local variables are assumed to be on the stack, not in registers (except loop indices) and EM-1 is assumed to be able to use the shortest instruction format. Both the PDP-11 and Cyber make use of calls to run-time subroutines whose size is not counted here.
As a second test, 4 programs were carefully coded in assembly language for EM-1, the PDP-11 and the Cyber. In contrast to the above examples, these were complete programs, and the ground rules permitted the use of registers. There was no run time system (i.e. everything was coded in-line) and subscripts were not checked. The results are given in Table XII . It should be noted that the PDP-11 and Cyber test programs were carefully hand coded by an experienced assembly language programmer. Few compilers could ever generate object code this compact, whereas it would be easy to have a compiler generate the EM-1 code used in the examples due to the close match between the EM-1 instruction set and reverse Polish. This means that EM-1 is actually much better than the above data might at first indicate.
It is important to realize that in an environment consisting of many short procedures, the register sets provided by a third generation machine are of little value. They can be used for temporary results during expression evaluation, but from our data, that of Alexander and Wortman, and also Knuth's, one register is usually enough. The registers cannot be used effectively to hold local variables, because they must be constantly saved and restored upon procedure calls. This save-restore overhead will be very severe if, as our data shows, one out of every four statements is a procedure call.
Although we have not emphasized execution speed, a microprogrammed EM-1 machine is potentially very 245 fast. The microprogram would fetch the opcode and then execute a 256-way branch. Since each of the format 1 instructions is relatively simple, each instruction could be handled by a small number of microinstructions. In contrast microprograms for machines like the PDP-11 and IBM 370 must do considerable extraction and manipulation of short fields within the target instruction. This is avoided in EM-1. By having a distinct microroutine for each of the twelve instructions that push a local variable onto the stack, none of these microroutines would have to do any decoding or bit extraction, providing for very fast execution. The other format 1 instructions would also be fast for the same reason. Alternately, to reduce the size of the microprogram at the expense of execution speed, all the target instructions of a given type could share one microroutine.
At first it may appear that producing code for EM-1 would give compiler writers nightmares, due to the multiple instruction formats. This problem can be easily solved by first writing an optimizing assembler that has a single mnemonic for "load local variable onto the stack" (e.g. LODLOC SYM), etc. The assembler, and not the compilers, chooses the shortest feasible instruction format. The assembler should also recognize sequences such as PUSH 0; POP X and PUSH X; PUSH 1, ADD, POP X and replace them by ZERO X and INCR X respectively. Compilers might also leave the task of sorting the local variables on number of occurrences, and assigning the most heavily used ones lower offsets to the assembler. Once such an assembler was written, it could be used as the last pass of all compilers, allowing them to produce straightforward reverse Polish, and still get locally optimal code.
Summary
There is a certain analogy between a Huffman code used to encode text in a minimal number of bits, and our proposal for a machine language with a compact instruction set. In both cases it is necessary to determine the frequencies of occurrence of the data to be encoded (letters and instructions, respectively) by empirical measurements. We have done this and reported the results in Section 3. Then an encoding scheme must be devised in which the most commonly occurring cases are assigned the shortest bit patterns, and the least commonly occurring cases are assigned the longest bit patterns. This is in contrast to a scheme in which all cases are assigned the same length bit pattern. In EM-1 the most frequently occurring instructions are encoded in a single byte, which is both efficient in storage and avoids the problems associated with variable length bit strings produced by true Huff- Received February 1976; revised January 1977 
